
Bloco Fogo Committee meeting Minutes:   

Date: 19 Nov 2012 19:30 – 22:30  

Old School Hall East Farleigh 

Present Apologies: 
Dave Murray 
Geoff Powers 
Graham Walker 
Jan Millen 
Kim Fletcher 
Leonie Wootton 
Phil Wond 
Roy Wareham 
Alex Mann 
 

Matt Green 
Belinda Raitt 

 

 

Christmas present update: Geoff and Alex 
60 Cowrie shell bracelets ordered @ £3 each 
 

Christmas Party update 15th December: Kim 
Marden village hall booked –  
ACTION Kim to chase contract as this had not come through yet 
Doctors Orders have been booked and an invoice received which was assed to Geoff for payment. 
Details have been added to the Gig list and Dave to add an announcement into the newsletter 
We would also promote the party at rehearsal sessions to boost awareness and hopefully attendance. 
 
We discussed provision of the new re-mastered CD as an additional gift and whilst the content is 
similar to a CD produced many years ago, it was thought suitable to also provide this due to the high 
number of new members that would not have had this previously. Discussions on price and burning of 
the CD were put off till later in the agenda. 

Beginners workshop: Proposal review 

There was a great deal of discussion over the running of a beginners workshop to be held during Jan 
/ Feb 2013 to try and boost numbers at both locations. Roy raised concerns around the expenditure 
that was to be incurred without any guarantees that the event would be successful and result in a 
number of people becoming new band members.  

We accepted that we could never guarantee numbers of people that would join after such a session 
but did all agree on that if we were to hold the event that we manage things correctly to provide the 
best possible experience and ensure we provide the best possible chance to boost numbers. An 
assistant mestre should also attend the sessions to work with Alex in providing support and an extra 
pair of hands in managing the sessions. This would also help with sessions starting on time. 

We expected that the overall cost for a 10-week session would come in around £1,500, and would 
look to supplement the cost though a course fee of £50 per person. If we can attract 25 people to the 
course then it will only cost us £250, with £1,250 coming in from course fees. 

To achieve these sorts of numbers we needed to try and gig in TW / MS in the weeks leading up to 
this and also approach several local publications to try and get an editorial piece highlighting both the 
band and our workshop sessions. 



ACTIONS 
Leonie: Approach Kent Messenger and So magazine, as the later had generated interest previously 

Kim: Approach TW Courier 
Dave: Promote event via facebook 
Dave: To add details into the newsletter,as friends / family may be interested and also to seek out 
people with school contacts to see if we can promote through this network. 
Belinda: Promote event via TwitterAlex: To check for forum and assistant mestre availability on 
Monday nights starting January 2013, with a view to rotate assistant mestres to provide the 
experience to more then one person. 

We thought that taking out an advertisement in local papers if we could not get an editorial piece, and 
will look into that further if necessary.  

Child protection: Document review 

Leonie and Jan had edited the pro-forma to suit our needs but after discussion and a review we felt 
that it was still to complex and unnecessary and needed cutting down still further. 

Dan questioned the legality of the policy and asked whether they should be more about aspirations / 
guidelines rather than policy. But as all other community groups tend to have policies it was felt we 
had to have the same, especially given the size of the band. 

Dave Suggested reaching out to review other youth organisations like, judo clubs, dance groups etc 
and checking out their policies for comparison. We also need to ensure the policy applies to 
vulnerable adults too. 

ACTION 
Jan: to check out CRB check requirements for Matt, Dan and Jaz, Alex should already be covered. 
Kim suggested the Volunteer bureau – Kent Youth and a good starting point 
 
For now the creation of out Child protection documentation is a work in progress with Jan, Dave and 
Leonie to work on this between now and the next committee meeting. 

Instrument Audit 
Review of what we hold, what we need to invest in to ensure current membership is supported and 
whether we invest in a new Djembe section as proposed by Alex. 
Dave had audit MS instruments but Alex had not yet got round to auditing those based on the van. 
This is to be completed and a review of broken instruments carried out so we can ascertain the 
current state of our kit before any order placed for 4 new Djembes was placed at a cost of £795. 
Although overall the committee were in favour of adding in a new section. It added variety for existing 
players and could also help attract Djembe players as new members due to number of Djembe 
workshops running locally. 

One new 4-bell had been ordered and will soon be with us for trial. Our 4-bells are in a bad state with 
only one left functioning have now been repaired to the point of no return. If this trial is successful 
then we need to go ahead and order another 3 to complete our set. 

ACTION:  
Alex to complete Audit so numbers could be consolidated and an instrument order be placed. 

Membership Secretary position / newsletter 
We spoke about creating a role of Membership secretary to look after band members contact info, 
ensuring, new members have the relevant material available, tracking membership start / end times 
and generally looking after any membership queries. Things like knowing how long someone has 
been with us, perhaps organising a 3 month review with a mestre after they start to see if they are 
ready for gigging etc,  



Phil agreed to take on the role of member secretary and will circulate a list of areas that he would 
bring into the role. However to accomplish this he would have to relinquish the creation of the 
newsletter. Dave suggested Phil approach Jemma for assistance as she had approached Dave with 
capacity to get involved and get the members area up to date. Dave agreed to pick up the newsletter 
task and revamp it as so many people were asking about frequency and content so it needed a 
revamp and some new life injected into it. 

ACTIONS:  
Phil to list out activities that he would incorporate into the role and circulate amongst the committee 
for discussion. Also to approach Jemma for assistance. 

Dave: To take over the newsletter role initially and seek input from others as to thoughts for content 

and to help create content. Aim is to send this out every two weeks. 

CD production 

Alex now has the CD of remastered tracks and has research options for production. We decided up 
an initial run of 250 in cardboard sleeves featureing Alex’s design which would provide enough for 
distribution as a Christmas present and also leave 180 or so left to sell at gigs for £5 each. 

ACTIONS: 
Alex: to go ahead and order 250 CD’s 
Alex to discuss with Mestres the possibility of getting onto itunes 
Dan to review selling and setting up a PayPal account. 

 

Assistant Mestre role management 

There was a brief discussion over the role of assistant mestre and it was agreed that Committee 
members were to refresh themselves with role to provide better feedback to Dave and Jan when 
providing monthly reviews in order to help clarify our expectations, and provide on-going monitoring 
and feedback.  

ACTION: 
All committee members to familiarise themselves with the documented role of asst mestre. 
Dan / Jaz to ensure regular submission of expenses. 

 

Finance Update 
Geoff updated us as to progress at this point and the prediction is that we are roughly due to break 
even this year having not had to spend out on a new van as we had anticipated. There are a few 
problem invoices that need to be chased. 

Discussed that there was need to purchase new instruments, which we felt we could do, but only after 
the audit had been completed. 
We also still need to organse getting the van vinyls organised, which we have allocated a budget of 
£1,000 for 

ACTION: 
Alex to chase up problem invoices for payment 
Jan to follow up with Graphics person to get some ideas on what we could achieve for £1k 

 



 

Costume update: 
No further update since the last meeting but we are short of costume in a few areas. 
ACTION: 
Leonie to buy some Tshirts and trousers 

 

AGM 
Briefly discussed AGM in January 
ACTION 
Dave to check availability of Old School Hall with Mandy, decide upon date, book the hall and give 
notice to the members of the date at least 1 month before it is due to be held. As Roy has decided to 
stand down from the committee we will need to seek new members to join the committee. 
Dave to check with all to see if we needed to have people stand down / or need re-electing due to 
time on the committee. 

 

AOB 

Alex mentioned that there was a Spanish Encontro (called Axe Brazil?) happening around the end of 

September that he would like the band to attend, potentially instead of the festival in Nijmegen.  

ACTION: 

Alex to research and provide information back to the committee for review. 

As we still had unspent finances this year Geoff mentioned several ideas for how we could spend 

some money, although we had little time to discuss in any detail, there were some attractive items 

here that we agreed to discuss at the next meeting. 

 Assisted instrument purchase: Band subsidises people wanting to buy their own 

instruments, with a buy back option in case people wanted to leave the band and relinquish 

their instrument. 

 Fee reductions / subs 

 Investment in Technology / learning aids 

 Potential Overall Rebate  

 Reward scheme to those that gig more frequently, either through reduced fees/ better 

subsidies on foreign trips / or provision of costume replacements etc. 

 

 

 


